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1. Abstract

We present sky calibration and imaging using HERA-19. We exploit the fact that the Galactic
Center transits through the main beam of the telescope. The Galactic Center provides a bright
source which, we show, can be approximated as a point source sufficiently well to initialise the
self-calibration loop and derive initial delays and antenna gains. Subsequent iteration using a
more complex sky model derived from the data itself then converges to a reasonable bandpass
calibration. The final image from two 10-minute snapshots has a dynamic range of 200:1, and
shows the structure of the Galactic plane in the inner ∼ 10◦. We describe the processing chain
including: generating the UVFITS files with observed visibilties, CASA data formatting and
flagging, initial point source calibration, and subsequent imaging and bandpass calibration. We
discuss briefly data quality. We include python/CASA scripts to perform the full analysis from
FITS file to final image, plus a detailed description on how to install a few of the custom CASA
python routines. We conclude on how the process could help with overall array calibration, and
be extended to other local sidereal time ranges.
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2. Introduction

The objective of this experiment was to see if HERA-19 data could be calibrated (and imaged)
using traditional self-calibration imaging processing using the CASA package. Conventional
imaging and calibration is useful as a cross-check to the alternatives being pursued in the HERA
project, as a way of quantifying the performance of the hardware on the ground (and potentially
identifying problems) and as a route to imaging and removing brighter continuum sources before
power spectrum analysis.

3. Software Environment

3.1. CASA version

This data reduction was tested with CASA 3.6.0 (3.7 has been released recently – change of
directory layout means the steps presented here do not work on it out of the box). The analysis
was done on Linux only, on distributions Ubuntu 14.04 LTS and 16.04 LTS. Testing on OS X was
not carried out and it is unlikely to be done in the future given there is no upside from running
this analysis on OS X platform1.

4. Overview of the data reduction

4.1. Summary of data reduction steps

The following is the summary of all steps required to image and calibrate the data:

1. Convert to uvfits from miriad format

2. Add HERA to the CASA Observatory table

3. Import the UVFITS files into Measurement Sets

4. Find bad data and Flag

5. Correct the Measurement Sets for antenna ordering (see Section 8 – this issue may be
solved in the new py-uvdata)

6. Fringe-rotate so that the phase tracking center is the Galactic Center (for convenience only
when viewing the visibilities and/or images)

7. Create an initial Galactic Centre model – just a flat-spectrum point source

8. Do an initial delay calibration & overall gain calibration using a point source model at the
GV

9. Do two cycles of fairly traditional self-calibration, consisting of:

1We won’t be able to answer any questions about OS X. Only advice is to ssh to a Linux machine and run CASA
there.
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a) Imaging the partially calibrated data (with appropriate clean box)

b) Complex Bandpass calibration which is applied for the next cycle

10. Do final imaging combining the two data sets using multifrequency synthesis and multiscale
clean

11. Re-project the final image to galactic coordinates

Subsequent sections give the details of all of these.

5. Preparing HERA data for processing in CASA

5.1. Accessing the data

The data used in this memo was obtained from folio:/data4/paper/HERA2015/, at the University
of Pennsylvania. Miriad datasets containing one polarisation (the ‘XX’ polarisation) of the
visibilities from the HERA Hex (HH) antenna configuration were selected. Specifically, two
datasets, zen.2457545.48011.xx.HH.uvc and zen.2457545.48707.xx.HH.uvc, each of ten minutes
duration, were chosen because they sample a time period when the Galactic Center is transiting
the array.

The HERA Librarian2 provides a user-friendly method of accessing HERA data via a web user
interface. Unfortunately, it was not possible to establish the prerequisite SSH tunnel to setup the
web interface on the day the data was retrieved. Instead, the data was obtained directly from the
directory for the Julian Date of interest: /data4/paper/HERA2015/2457545/.

5.2. Converting from Miriad datasets to UVFITS files

The (u,v,w)-coordinates of the visibilities are not stored in the raw Miriad dataset but are required
by the UVFITS file format for the file to be read into CASA. Thus, the conversion from a Miriad
dataset to UVFITS files was carried out via the following two step procedure:

1. add (u,v,w)-coordinates to the Miriad dataset,

2. construct a UVFITS format file holding the data in the Miriad dataset.

The first step was carried out using the add_uvws.py script in the CAPO3 Python package (/dcj/scripts/add_uvws.py).
An example call to this script, assuming one wishes to add (u,v,w)-coordinates corresponding to
the 19 antenna HERA Hex configuration to the raw Miriad dataset zen.2457545.48011.xx.HH.uvc,
is:

Listing 1: Example usage of add_uvws.py
python add_uvws.py -C hsa7458_v000_HH zen .2457545.48011. xx.HH.uvc

2https://github.com/HERA-Team/librarian
3https://github.com/dannyjacobs/capo.git
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Here, the antenna positions required to generate the (u,v,w)-coordinates are stored in hsa7458_v000_HH.py

(also part of the CAPO Python package: /cals/hsa7458_v000_HH.py). Note that the absence of a file
extension in the reference to hsa7458_v000_HH.py is part of the add_uvws.py call structure. In the
example above, the result of the call to add_uvws.py will be the creation of an updated Miriad
dataset: zen.2457545.48011.xx.HH.uvcU.

The second step in the conversion, mentioned above, is the creation of a UVFITS file holding
the data in the Miriad dataset. This was performed by the miriad_to_uvfits.py script which is
included with the pyuvdata4 Python package. For reference, I include an example call to this
script, which follows from the add_uvws.py call above:

Listing 2: Example usage of miriad_to_uvfits.py
python miriad_to_uvfits.py zen .2457545.48011. xx.HH.uvcU

The result of this call is the generation of the UVFITS file zen.2457545.48011.xx.HH.uvcU.uvfits,
which is importable into CASA. The above two steps are repeated, in an analogous manner, to
obtain zen.2457545.48707.xx.HH.uvcU.uvfits from zen.2457545.48707.xx.HH.uvc.

6. Importing data into CASA

6.1. Add HERA to CASA observatory table

CASA does not know of the HERA telescope out-of-the-box. The following script will add it
to CASA’s observatory table. Note that this modifies CASA, so you will need to do this on a
non-root installed CASA. The assumption is that the Observatory location is that of PAPER-SA.

Listing 3: CASA/Python script to add HERA to the observatory table
# Add observatory "HERA" at same position as PAPER_SA. This changes the

# CASA installation -- do this only once per installation.

obstablename=os.getenv("CASAPATH"). split ()[0]+"/data/geodetic/Observatories/"

tb.open(obstablename , nomodify=False)

5 paperi =(tb.getcol("Name")=="PAPER_SA"). nonzero ()[0]

tb.copyrows(obstablename , startrowin=paperi , startrowout=-1, nrow =1)

tb.putcell("Name", tb.nrows()-1, "HERA")

tb.close ()

6.2. Import of UVFITS file

Once HERA has been added to the CASA observatory table the UVFITS files can be imported in
the standard way using the importuvfits task.

6.3. Checking the import

The import can be checked with the listobs command. The output is as follows:

4https://github.com/HERA-Team/pyuvdata.git
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Listing 4: Output of the listobs task for one imported HERA19 dataset. ITRF coordinate columns
have been removed for readibiilty

================================================================================

MeasurementSet Name: /home/bnikolic/temp/casareduction/zen .2457545.48011. xx.HH.uvcU.ms MS Version 2

================================================================================

Observer: Project:

5 Observation: HERA

Data records: 10640 Total elapsed time = 601.295 seconds

Observed from 05-Jun -2016/23:31:16.5 to 05-Jun -2016/23:41:17.8 (UTC)

SubScanProperties Compute subscan properties

10 ObservationID = 0 ArrayID = 0

Date Timerange (UTC) Scan FldId FieldName nRows SpwIds Average Interval(s)

ScanIntent

05-Jun -2016/23:31:16.5 - 23:41:17.8 1 0 zenith 10640 [0] [10.7]

(nRows = Total number of rows per scan)

Fields: 1

15 ID Code Name RA Decl Epoch SrcId nRows

0 zenith 17:45:40.000000 -29.00.28.00000 J2000 0 10640

Spectral Windows: (1 unique spectral windows and 1 unique polarization setups)

SpwID Name Chans Frame Ch0(MHz) ChanWid(kHz) TotBW(kHz) CtrFreq(MHz) Corrs

0 none 1024 TOPO 100.000 97.656 100000.0 149.9512 XX

20 Sources: 1

ID Name SpwId RestFreq(MHz) SysVel(km/s)

0 zenith 0 0 0

Antennas: 19:

ID Name Station Diam. Long. Lat. Offset from array center (m)

25 East North Elevation

9 10 9 25.0 m +021.25.38.3 -30.33.11.4 -72.3047 -54.2280 -485.3224

10 11 10 25.0 m +021.25.38.2 -30.33.11.4 -73.7277 -52.3416 -482.0857

20 21 20 25.0 m +021.25.38.4 -30.33.11.5 -69.3730 -57.9180 -491.7580

22 23 22 25.0 m +021.25.38.3 -30.33.11.5 -70.8737 -56.0366 -488.5651

30 31 32 31 25.0 m +021.25.38.6 -30.33.11.7 -64.9854 -63.4842 -501.4700

43 44 43 25.0 m +021.25.38.4 -30.33.11.6 -67.9062 -59.7832 -495.0159

53 54 53 25.0 m +021.25.38.5 -30.33.11.7 -66.4606 -61.6234 -498.2196

64 65 64 25.0 m +021.25.37.7 -30.33.11.5 -87.6695 -55.1624 -486.8286

65 66 65 25.0 m +021.25.37.8 -30.33.11.5 -86.2448 -56.9915 -490.0371

35 72 73 72 25.0 m +021.25.37.8 -30.33.11.6 -84.7742 -58.8408 -493.2366

80 81 80 25.0 m +021.25.37.9 -30.33.11.6 -83.3136 -60.6889 -496.4575

81 82 81 25.0 m +021.25.38.9 -30.33.11.5 -55.4219 -55.1421 -487.0479

88 89 88 25.0 m +021.25.37.9 -30.33.11.7 -81.8471 -62.5549 -499.6951

89 90 89 25.0 m +021.25.39.0 -30.33.11.5 -53.9645 -56.9884 -490.2639

40 96 97 96 25.0 m +021.25.38.0 -30.33.11.8 -80.3933 -64.4016 -502.9000

97 98 97 25.0 m +021.25.39.0 -30.33.11.6 -52.5003 -58.8245 -493.4803

104 105 104 25.0 m +021.25.38.0 -30.33.11.8 -78.9290 -66.2382 -506.1135

105 106 105 25.0 m +021.25.39.1 -30.33.11.6 -51.0257 -60.7057 -496.6690

112 113 112 25.0 m +021.25.41.9 -30.33.10.1 23.9561 -14.1429 -427.0435

7. Flagging

Bad data was found and flagged using the flagdata task.
Bad data are located using the plotms task. Almost all of the bad channels can be identified in

raw data as illustrated in Figure 1. A few very narrow bad channels are only apparent after initial
calibration has been done, which is illustrated in lower panel of Figure 1.

Around 33% of the observed data (include the auto-correlations) is flagged in this step. Most
of the flagged channels were just the high and low 15% of the band, plus known satellites and
other RFI sources. The flagging statistics was obtained using:

Listing 5: Example call to visstat demonstrating how to get the flag fraction
visstat("zen .2457545.48011. xx.HH.uvcU.msical.msc2.ms",

axis="flag",

useflags=False)
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Figure 1: Plot of amplitude versus channel number for flagged (red) and un-flagged (blue) visibil-
ities. Data have been averaged in time over the whole 10minute period. Upper panel
shows the raw (i.e., no calibration of any type applied) visibilities, lower pannel shows
after initial antenna-based frequency-independent gain calibration has been applied.
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8. Correcting the antenna order

It appears that the order problem described in the following text was fixed in the py-uvdata miriad
to FITS conversion during the preparation of this memo, but for completeness, we include the
steps here. Repeating this re-ordering even if it has been done already is not affect the data.

CASA does not correctly handle visibilities for which antenna2 is a lower antennaid than
antenna1. CASA’s failure to handle such cases is often silent, making it potentially tricky to
diagnose.

The following CASA/Python function will re-order a measurement set so that the order is that
which CASA can correctly interpret:

Listing 6: CASA/Python function to re-order correlations so that CASA calibration routines can
work correctly

def reorrder(msname ):

2 """

Re-order antenna 1 & 2 in each correlation so 2 is greater than 1

"""

ms=casac.casac.table ()

ms.open(msname , nomodify=False)

7 a1, a2, data = [ms.getcol(x) for x in ["ANTENNA1", "ANTENNA2", "DATA"] ]

m=a1 > a2

data[:,:,m]=data[:,:,m].conj()

x=a2[m]

a2[m]=a1[m]

12 a1[m]=x

ms.putcol("ANTENNA1", a1)

ms.putcol("ANTENNA2", a2)

ms.putcol("DATA", data)

ms.flush ()

17 ms.close ()

The recommended for using this function is from the CLPLOT package: see http://

www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/~bn204/publications/2016/casata-clplot.pdf for installation
instructions.

9. Fringe-rotation to Galactic Centre

Fringe rotation to the galactic centre was done on all of the data early in the processing. This was
done for convenience when visualising the observed visibilities and the models. It was carried
out directly using the fixvis CASA task:
fixvis(din , din , phasecenter="J2000 17 h45m40s -29d00m28s")

10. Initial model for the Galactic Centre

The initial model we selected was a single point source with flat spectrum at the known Galactic
Centre location. This is sufficient to derive initial delay calibration solutions, but self-calibration
iterations are necessary for a good solution of the bandpass gains.
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The following sequence of CASA/Python commands will create an appropriate model:

cl.addcomponent(flux =1.0,

fluxunit=’Jy’,

shape=’point’,

4 dir=’J2000 17 h45m40 .0409s -29d0m28 .118s’)

cl.rename("GC.cl")

cl.close ()

The model is subsequently stored on disk in a CASA table named “GC.cl”.

11. Initial Calibration

The first step is to insert the model into the model table of the MS using the ft task:

ft(msin , complist="GC.cl", usescratch=True)

Option usescratch=True which forces a predict of the model and insertion of the visibilities into a
scratch column was found to be necessary for working visualisation and was included for this
reason.

Subsequently the delay (“K” term) and overall antenna gains (“G” term) can be estimated
using the gaincal task in the traditional way. For the inputs, see the script below.

12. Self calibration cycles

These were done by creating a CLEAN model using a clean box of 9 degrees in radius centred
at the galactic centre. CLEAN was run with 5000 iterations. Imaging was done in the “MFS”
(multi-frequency synthesis, i.e. all channels are combined into one image, but gridded properly
as a function of frequency) – this is essential to suppress sidelobes arising from the regular array
pattern of HERA. Multiscale clean can also be employed for extended sources.

Each of the two dataset was self-calibrated separately. This is necessary since primary beam
correction has not been applied and the source moves a significant fraction of the beam between
the observations.

After the CLEAN model was created a bandpass (“B” term) calibration was estimated, applied
to the data and the CLEAN model was re-generated. This was repeated for two full cycles. The
CLEAN model used in the final calibration iteration is shown as a raster in Figure 5. Extension of
the model along the galactic plane can be seen as well as a few negative components suggesting
further CLEANing would not be productive.

The improvement in calibration obtained by using the self-generated model illustrated Figure 8.

13. Final imaging

Final imaging was done jointly using two 10-minute datasets and robust=-1 weighting.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the initial calibration of HERA-19 GC data: upper panel are the fringes
for all baselines to one antenna before any calibration; lower panel are the same fringes
after the initial delay and frequency-independent gain calibration.
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Figure 3: Delays estimated in the initial calibration step
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(a) PSF for a single channel close to the middle of the band

(b) PSF for a multi-frequency synthesis of the whole band

Figure 4: Illustration of the contrast between (a) a single-channel PSF and (b) multi-frequency
synthesis PSF. The PSF was computed from a synthesis of both datasets.
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Figure 5: CLEAN model after the first iteration of self-cal for one of the datasets processed. This
is the model used to calibration the final cycle.

14. Re-projection

The final image was re-project to galactic coordinates using the following call:

imregrid(imagename=imgname+".image",output=imggal , template="GALACTIC")

15. Final image

The final image obtained in this way is shown in Figure 9.

A. Full data reduction script

The complete data reduction script to reproduce the results is as follows5 (NOTE: the script uses
shutil.rmtree to ensure clean work space – set the procdir very carefully!):

# Script to reproduce the calibration and imaging of the galactic

# centre datasets

4 import os , shutil

import clplot.clquants as clquants

5It requires the clplot package has been installed and HERA observatory added already – see above
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(a) Phase of bandpass solution colorised by antenna number.

(b) Amplitude of bandpass solution colorised by antenna number.

Figure 6: Bandpass solution after first round of self-calibration for dataset 48707.
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(a) Phase of bandpass solution colorised by antenna number.

(b) Amplitude of bandpass solution colorised by antenna number.

Figure 7: Incremental (relative to Figure 6) bandpass solution after the second round of self-
calibration for dataset 48707. Note the change in vertical scales and the change of the
horizontal axes (due to the fact that in second iteration fewer channels are used.
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Figure 8: Illustration of the final calibration of HERA-19 GC data: the fringes as in Figure 2 but
after the final calibration (including bandpass [‘B’-type] calibration) after two cycles of
imaging.
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Figure 9: Final image of the Galactic Centre with HERA-19 using 20 minutes of data. The whole
observing band was imaged as a continuum using multi-frequency synthesis. Contours
are shown at 0.05,0.1,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8×peak.

indata= [os.path.join("/fast/temp/heratest/", x) for x in

9 ["zen .2457545.48011. xx.HH.uvcU.uvfits",

"zen .2457545.48707. xx.HH.uvcU.uvfits"] ]

procdir="/fast/temp/heratest/casareduction"

14 def calname(m, c):

return os.path.basename(m)+c+".cal"

def cleanspace ():

shutil.rmtree(procdir , ignore_errors=True)

19 os.mkdir(procdir)

def impdata(din):

msname=os.path.splitext(os.path.basename(din ))[0]+".ms"

importuvfits(din , msname)

24 clquants.reorrder(msname)

return msname

def fringerot(din):

""" Fringe Rotate to Galactic Centre """

29 fixvis(din , din , phasecenter="J2000 17 h45m40s -29d00m28s")

return din

def gcflagdata(msin):

flagdata(msin , flagbackup=T, mode=’manual ’, antenna="82")

16
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34 flagdata(msin , flagbackup=T, mode=’manual ’, spw="0:0~65")

flagdata(msin , flagbackup=T, mode=’manual ’, spw="0:377~387")

flagdata(msin , flagbackup=T, mode=’manual ’, spw="0:850~854")

flagdata(msin , flagbackup=T, mode=’manual ’, spw="0:930~1024")

flagdata(msin , flagbackup=T, mode=’manual ’, spw="0:831")

39 flagdata(msin , flagbackup=T, mode=’manual ’, spw="0:769")

flagdata(msin , flagbackup=T, mode=’manual ’, spw="0:511")

flagdata(msin , flagbackup=T, mode=’manual ’, spw="0:913")

flagdata(msin , autocorr=True)

return msin

44

def mkinitmodel ():

""" Initial model: just a point source in GC direction """

cl.addcomponent(flux =1.0,

fluxunit=’Jy’,

49 shape=’point’,

dir=’J2000 17 h45m40 .0409s -29d0m28 .118s’)

cl.rename("GC.cl")

cl.close ()

54

def calinitial(msin):

"Initial calibration of the data set"

# Fill the model column

59 ft(msin , complist="GC.cl", usescratch=True)

kc=calname(msin , "K")

gc=calname(msin , "G")

64 gaincal(msin , caltable=kc , gaintype=’K’, solint=’inf’, refant="10",

minsnr=1, spw=’0:100~130 ,0:400~600 ’)

gaincal(msin , caltable=gc , gaintype=’G’, solint=’inf’, refant="10",

minsnr=2, calmode=’ap’, gaintable=kc)

applycal(msin , gaintable =[kc, gc])

69 return [kc , gc]

def dosplit(msin ,inf , datacolumn="corrected", spw=""):

"Split the initialia calibrated data"

newms=os.path.basename(msin)+inf+".ms"

74 split(msin , newms , datacolumn=datacolumn , spw=spw)

return newms

def cleaninit(msin):

imgname=os.path.basename(msin)+".init.img"

79 clean(vis=msin ,

imagename=imgname ,

niter =500,

weighting=’briggs ’,

robust=0,

84 imsize =[512 ,512] ,

cell=[’500 arcsec ’],

mode=’mfs’,

nterms=1,
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spw=’0:150~900 ’,

89 mask=’circle [[17 h45m00 .0s,-29 d00m00 .00s ], 32000 arcsec]’)

def cleanfinal(msl):

imgname="GC.combined.img"

94 clean(vis=msl ,

imagename=imgname ,

spw=’0:60~745 ’,

niter =5000 ,

weighting=’briggs ’,

99 robust=-1,

imsize =[512 ,512] ,

cell=[’250 arcsec ’],

mode=’mfs’,

nterms=1,

104 mask=’circle [[17 h45m00 .0s,-29 d00m00 .00s ], 32000 arcsec]’)

imggal="GC.combined.galcord"

imregrid(imagename=imgname+".image", output=imggal , template="GALACTIC")

109

def dobandpass(msin):

bc=calname(msin , "B")

bandpass(vis=msin , spw="", minsnr=1, solnorm=F, bandtype="B", caltable=bc)

applycal(msin , gaintable =[bc])

114 return bc

def setAntennaD(ms , D):

""" Set Antenna Dish Diameter in Antenna Table """

tb.open(os.path.join(ms, "ANTENNA"), nomodify=False)

119 d=tb.getcol("DISH_DIAMETER")

d[:]=D

tb.putcol("DISH_DIAMETER", d)

tb.flush()

tb.close()

124

def main ():

cleanspace ()

os.chdir(procdir)

ms=[ impdata(x) for x in indata]

129 ms=[ gcflagdata(x) for x in ms]

if 0:

# Don’t firnge rotate for mosaic later

ms=[ fringerot(x) for x in ms]

mkinitmodel ()

134 cals1=[ calinitial(x) for x in ms]

msical =[ dosplit(x, "ical") for x in ms]

imgs1=[ cleaninit(x) for x in msical]

cals2=[ dobandpass(x) for x in msical]

ms2=[ dosplit(x, "c2", spw=’0:100~880 ’) for x in msical]

139 imgs2=[ cleaninit(x) for x in ms2]

cals3=[ dobandpass(x) for x in ms2]

cleanfinal(ms2)

18
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144 if 1:

main()
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